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International trade is often discussed in the context of distant
nations or regions of the world. Individual transactions,
however, take place at a local or even company level. Indiana,
like other globally minded states, is active in markets throughout

North America in addition to those on other continents.
A July/August 2003 BizVoice® article examined commerce

between Indiana and several of the state’s top trading partners.
Since this time, the Indiana-Canada trade relationship has
continued to thrive. Canada remains the largest importer of
Indiana goods.

“Our annual $16.5 billion Canada-Indiana trade relationship
is an excellent example as to why Indiana and Canada have a
mutual interest in ensuring that our shared (U.S.-Canada)
border is secure while continuing to facilitate legitimate
cross-border commerce and investment,” says Michael Wilson,
Canadian Ambassador to the United States.

Ambassador Wilson has good reason for his positive outlook
on Indiana trade. His nation purchased $9.8 billion of Hoosier
goods in 2006, making Indiana the seventh largest exporter to
Canada among all U.S. states.

More than 40% of all Indiana exports are Canada bound.
Transportation equipment is the most common category of these
goods, but Indiana’s metal exports to Canada have grown by an
average of more than 20% annually over the last three years.

Border crossing and trade
The growth in trade between

Indiana and Canada, an average of
17% annually since 2002, is even
more noteworthy when considering
the increased border security that
shipments and personnel have been
subject to following the terrorist attacks
of September 2001.

Just as security and the potential for delays have increased,
so too has the advent of systems developed to minimize waiting.
Nancy Ward, trade liaison for the Indiana Economic Development
Corporation’s Canadian office, analyzes the cross-border commerce
issues that Indiana businesses face.

“Many North American companies tell me they see Canada
as part of their regular United States market but for regulatory
and border crossing it is completely international,” she reminds.

Ward encourages Indiana companies to take advantage of
the various pre-screening options that allow expedited transit
in both directions across the border. The Free and Secure Trade
(FAST) program, a joint venture between Canada and the U.S.,
is one of the more popular options. The program features dedicated
lanes at major border crossing checkpoints and covers importers,
carriers and drivers.

“Using these types of programs allows carriers to be
fast-tracked. Those companies that choose to participate are
likely to find it faster than before,” Ward suggests. “Most of the
major firms have been on board since the programs became
mainstream (two years ago), but smaller companies have been
adopting them in the past year.”

Ward also reports that many companies are reworking
logistics in an effort to cross the border where congestion and
delays are less likely to occur.

Securing the border requires a partnership between those
who regularly cross it and security personnel. Margret Langham,
co-founder of Langham (an Indianapolis-based transportation
logistics company), understands this and feels the border agencies
of both countries have good training and awareness programs.

“They (border agencies) are reaching out to the transportation
community and saying, ‘We can’t do this on our own’ and asking
us to be their eyes and ears,” Langham contends. “They have
their special view and we have ours. Both parties bring elements
that, when combined, make for a better program.”

Successful border crossing programs allow trade with Canada
to continue growing while security is increased. Indiana exports
to Canada were up during the first quarter of 2007 and sales to
our northern neighbor consistently exceed the revenue generated
by Indiana’s next 13 largest trading partners combined.
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Indiana Trade With Canada Continues to Thrive
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2006 Exports From Indiana to Canada

PPrroodduucctt VVaalluuee  (($$))
Transportation Equipment 4,944,199,112
All Others 2,618,910,222
Machinery 832,381,102
Primary Metals 746,928,699
Computers & Electronic Products 699,317,369
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